2005 f150 4x4 transmission

There are 9 choices for the Ford F Transmission Assembly!!! Choose Your Option. We offer an
industry leading 1-year warranty on every part type we sell. All of our engines and
transmissions carry a 1-year warranty with optional extensions up to 2 additional years. Claims
on engine warranties are limited to manufacturer defects in the pistons, heads, block,
crankshafts, rockers, and oil pumps. Though additional parts and accessories may be attached
upon purchase, coverage does not extend to sensors, switches, cables, electronics, belts,
hoses, water pumps, or manifolds, nor damage caused through overheating or improper
lubrication. Due to the COVID pandemic, your order may arrive later than expected so please
allow an extra few working days for your order to arrive. We can ship anywhere in the 48
contiguous U. We do not require a core charge or a return of the old part or engine. The more
local you shop, the more you save off the shipping cost. It typically takes us approximately
business days to process a credit back to your account and business days for the credit to
appear on your account. Note all returns and cancellations require a prior authorization. Terms :
All returns and cancellations may be subject to shipping charges, unless caused by our error or
cancelled by the customer prior to shipping. No returns without prior authorization from the
Supplier see Contact Us page. Replacements : It is company policy that we receive the original
auto part back before sending you a replacement auto part. The original auto part must be
returned using the provided shipping label. The shipping cost for both the original and the
replacement auto part is a cost attributed to the shipper at hand. Note, if these auto parts are
not shipped back to the supplier within 30 days of the delivery date of the replacement part, the
buyer's credit card is subject to a recharge for the initial cost of the original auto part minus the
initial shipping cost If you have any questions about the shipping back of the original part,
please contact customer service team at Press 2 for Returns open Monday-Friday pm EST Or
email cs allusedparts. Disclaimer : -Some of our units used engine, transmission, axle, etc. They
will need to be replaced before installation. Common items that are not guaranteed include but
not limited too nuts, bolts, links, seals, bushings, ball joints, brackets, bezels, wiring, cables,
sensors and other applicable items depending on the part. If they are not serviceable, such as a
pressed-in ball joint, they will be guaranteed. The purchased item may need to be repainted,
refinished, or reupholstered for proper color match. Technical Questions? Contact the
webmaster. Shopping Cart: Items. Contact Us. Order Tracking. Verify Your Part Expand. Select
Part Select Make Select Model Select Year Transmission Assembly for Ford F Attention! Filters
54 Items. Price Mileage Nearby. Description Warranty Shipping Returns. This transmission unit
includes a transmission case, valve body, tail shaft and housing, torque converter automatic
only , and all internal lubricated parts. This transmission has been inspected and ready to ship.
Nationwide Shipping: Due to the COVID pandemic, your order may arrive later than expected so
please allow an extra few working days for your order to arrive. More Details Less Details.
Update Your Location. LKQ Online is listing a used transmission in good, working condition. No
photos of the actual transmission are available. A Stock photo has been used as a general
representation. Warranty covers the transmission case, torque converter included for automatic
transmissions only and all internal components. The warranty does not cover any external
wiring, sensors or other external parts that can be transferred from your current transmission.
There is NO core charge for this transmission. To aid in installation, you get to keep your
current transmission and all attached accessories. This is NOT a manufacturer part number,
and can be disregarded. You will only receive what is pictured unless otherwise stated in the
description. Please do not assume anything else will be included if it is not pictured. All of the
parts we sell are guaranteed to be in good working condition unless otherwise noted. We ONLY
guarantee the part s will fit the vehicle s listed in the description. If your vehicle was not
originally equipped with the EXACT part s listed, it is your responsibility to consult a dealer to
see if it will fit your application. Additional items may be needed if this is an upgrade or custom
installation. Please consult your local dealer for ALL other applications. We do our best to
prevent these issues from happening and apologize for any inconvenience it may cause.
Re-learning or resetting the Transmission to the vehicle may involve towing Not Driving to a
dealership of same manufacturer in order to be performed. In certain types of Transmissions
the TCM transmission controlling computer is incorporated with the Valve body which may
require the valve body to be replaced. Transfer cases are not included with transmission from
AWD vehicles. Warranty does NOT cover labor, diagnostic, towing or rental car costs. This will
ensure the cooling system is flowing. You may verify with your local dealer if a re-learn is
required for your vehicle. We do not reimburse for this service. Lack of valid business name and
phone number will delay your order. Please provide the business name and phone number
during eBay checkout. Sales Tax may be applicable. You must provide at the time of check out a
day time phone number. You must also provide our authorized Proof of Purchase email at the
time of pick up in order for your item to be released. If not presented you will be turned away

until you have provided the Proof of Purchase this is for your own protection. The Proof of
Purchase will be emailed within 2 business days of receipt of full payment. They will not have
any packaging included. If you will need this type of service please contact us. PayPal Only
Credit Cards can be used through PayPal NO credit cards, cash, or any form of checks will be
accepted for example: certified, personal, or company checks. Tax - U. Residents Applicable
sales tax will be collected for all orders where it is required by law. Tax - Canada Residents Part
must be located in Canada Sales tax will be charged when parts are sold to customers in
Canada. Please check rates below. Due to heavy sales volume and limited staff, we are only able
to respond to questions related to orders. Unfortunately, we do not have the resources to
respond to fitment or other general questions. Please read our listings to hopefully find the
answers you are looking for. We hope you and your family are safe and healthy. Vehicle Engine
Size:. This my Granddaughter truck who is struggling financially, just started a new job and
really don't have the money to fix this problem. Ford know that this year model have
transmission problems with all these complaint and there may be countless other who have not
even reported this problem to any agency that is tracking this issue and others. Most people get
so pissed that they don't worry about reporting there issues. Out of all the Ford companies out
there they should automatic report these issues to the NTSB so the general public can really
see how many people have had this problem and other problem. Right now we only see the
people that takes the time to voice there complaints but where are the real numbers being
counted at. Have anyone tried filing suit against these companies. We need new Warranty Laws
in place for the amount we have to pay for Vehicles now days. They are really getting over on us
when you look at it that is when most break down happens after K. The extended warranty hit
your pockets pretty hard when you add that into the price of the Vehicle. Bought this truck new
and loved it at the start. Bought a Ford on name and reputation but as the miles added up so did
the problems. I come from a family growing up on Fords but the tradition will stop here!! At 40k
all injectors went out,,,then we had the spark plug seized in intake issue, after that rear end went
out at 90k. The sad part is I'm a maintenance freak and change replace everything on or ahead
of schedule. I paid 31k for this truck in 05 and the repairs seem premature and inexcusable.
Thoroughly disappointed with this vehicle. Parts are crap I drive ant treat this vehicle with great
care Just sick!!! Take my money and wont stand behind their product is BS It's been a constant
hit with it. Problem is I have a wife on disability and unable to take on a new payment and will
probably have to throw more bad money after more issues just to keep working I bought this
lemon Ford F apple red truck and I did not even get to drive it and the transmission went into
complete failure losing all forward drive gears but have reverse. Don't know if I should keep it
as a lawn ornament or toe it up Fords ass. I purchased this Ford Crew Cab truck new in June
and have had numerous problems. First major issue was having to replace the front hub
bearings twice at 16, miles under warranty and 27, miles after mfg warranty expired. Today I was
driving with no warning complete forward driving failure, but reverse still worked?????? After
doing research about this matter seems this is an occurring problem. What makes me PISSED
OFF about the situation is I'm extremely anal about keeping up with the maintenance and have
had this vehicle serviced way beyond the manufacturers recommendations. I have always
owned trucks because I like to sit up higher and just always preferred them. My first truck
purchased was a used 85 Toyota truck , miles plus and sold it to my best friend, never an issue.
I purchased a new 97 Dodge SST truck had it for 8 years with only 36, miles when I sold it never
an issue. Bought this truck online in Nov '13 and it always had problems with the warning lights
off and on, mostly on. It had miles and I have tried to keep it under The next day it seems to
drive ok around the yard as I will not take it anywhere to get left. Seems to me with as many
problems that they FORD has had with this transmission they should have had a recall. I may
file a claim against them. Has anyone heard of this doing any good? Transmission slipped once
on the way home. The next day I was lucky to get it into second on the way to the shop Tranny
had to be completely replaced. I bought this Truck brand new. Had the Transmission at 75
thousand KM. Towed a cargo trailer a couple times. Never went off-roading with it. Why would I?
It started to chug at 80 km. Took to Mechanic. I told him what was happening. He said it
sounded like coil issue and would check it out. He was busy and told me to bring it in the next
day. So I put it in second gear and it started to drive again. When I got home I told the Mechanic
what happened. I retired from Fords on a pension can't afford to fix at this point. Bought Fords
my whole life, not under warranty its 10 years old. There are other people I know that are having
issues with there trucks and I'm telling them to have it checked. They say their trucks also chug
a little bit and they have less KM. F ford fx4. Paid for this truck off the dealership , cause it had ,,
no warranty was given. They classified it as a used truck. Drove it for 8 months and replacing
the tranny now. I've had over 5 ford trucks and this will be my last one, going for Chevy. Cost
me for the tranny. So disappointed with ford trucks and it's supposed to their top selling truck.

Too many parts coming from Mexico??? Very, Very, Very Frustrated! My family have been loyal
Ford customers for as long as we've had vehicles. Just to give you an idea of the vehicles and
time frame, it started with my Grandfather's Model A. We are diehard Ford People. I needed to
retire my Ranger due to having a child. I had no major issues with the Ranger, and it was not
treated lightly. I wanted a truck that I could get years out of, and I thought this was the one. I
was the third owner of the vehicle, and the previous owner had only driven about 10, miles in 3
years. It was the right trim level, manual everything which is what I wanted 4. The truck had
mostly highway miles on it, I took it back and forth to Wisconsin a few times, but was only on
Mountain roads twice paved. I am in the middle of selling my house and moving cross country,
and am halfway into two bathroom remodels so I can get the house on the market. I went to pull
out of Lowes, and knew something wasn't right. Then holy hell broke loose. I tried to pull onto a
major road, and the truck instantly revved to K while barely picking up speed. I managed to pull
back into Lowes, turned off the truck and began looking for a shop to pull it into. Luckily there
was a place about a block away and I limped it in. This is ridiculous! I don't know anyone in my
family that has ever had to replace a Ford Truck transmission at less than K. I am barely over
90K! I have never towed with this truck. I bought it from the dealer, who was supposed to
inspect the vehicle. On the oil changes, there was no indication of metal or discoloration in the
trans fluid. Consumer Reports likes to say, that generally all trucks are overbuilt, and that they
tend to have less chronic issues than cars do. After seeing this thread, I realize that doesn't
apply to this truck and transmission. I am beyond frustrated, and it makes me seriously
consider ever buying a Ford Truck again. Talking to the transmission guy, Fs make up about
half his business. Apparently they have started to cut some corners. Everything was fine until
yesterday AM on the way to work, and it just wouldn't shift into 2nd or 3rd gears And from
looking at this site, I guess I'm not the only one to have this problem Hey, mine made it past the
average by 2k miles. Sarcasm, humor, it's the only thing that gets me through! I have two f's.
Both transmissions went at the same time. They had no reverse. I rebuilt one and put in a ford
brand new one. Two years later they both went again at the same time. One had kms and the
other had kms. Yes I do plow with them but would expect a few more kms. Not happy with ford
at this point. Update from May 4, : So I took my truck to a transmission place here in Colorado
Springs, Co and had my transmission fixed Hopefully you all will start working on building
better transmission for your trucks!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I bought my F new and have not driven it hard.
I use 4X4 2 or 3 times each winter, don't tow or haul anything and now the transmission needs
to be rebuilt. I would have thought these trucks would last more than miles before falling apart
transmission isn't the only problem. Have tried to find used tranny from low mileage wreck, but
the wrecking yard said there aren't any available because so many people are buying them to fix
this same problem. My transmission gave out in Dallas and I had to limp the two hour drive
home in what felt like third gear. I had done a transmission service at 75, and everything looked
good. I don't tow trailers or live in a big city. It's all highway miles. I was pretty upset. The only
good thing was dealer was able to get one quick so my truck was not down for very long. Went
to work and lunch it was still doing the same. I bought a quart of Lucas Trans. Immediately
started slipping. After 30 miles the Trans Fault light came on. I brought it to my mechanic and
he first replaced fluid and filter. He suggested if that didnt work it would need rebuilt. So thats
what we did. When we picked up truck they test drove it and it SEEMED to be fine except it felt
like the parking brake was on in 1st gear. On the next morning I left out for work within 30 miles
it started slipping and the Trans Fault light was on again and the shifting was very erratic. I
believe that the Ford Company needs to look into this as a recall. From what I have read on this
website there are many many complaints about these same issues. Same as everyone else,
went to back up thought I had hit something got out to look and nothing. Put it back in reverse
and nothing. Cant wait to see what this is going to cost. Merry Christmas to me from ford.
Tough Ford truck Transmission failure of a well-cared for, dealership maintained, low miles,
used to tow a small boat several times a year, in sunny California with no extreme weather
conditions. My loyalty to the Ford dealer was not even acknowledged so I took my truck to a
family-owned transmission shop and was treated with more kindness and understanding than
the dealer provided me. Ford Motor Credit had nothing to say except they were sorry and that I
should save my receipts in case my truck is recalled due to a transmission failure issue in the
future. It is unbelievable that a truck that is supposed to be tough I have read a lot about that
simple phrase in the last 2 weeks. My transmission failed at 85, on my '05 F this month. The
dealer said my clutch failed. Total time out of my vehicle was ten days. The repair itself, took
just a day and a half,
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but there is the usual red tape from a warranty company. I was told by the service manager that
Ford is notified when there is a major mechanical issue of this sort. I will buy another F, but not
without a manufacturer extended warranty! If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Ask your
Ford dealer. Most Common Solutions: new transmission needed 20 reports complete
transmission rebuild 11 reports not sure 8 reports rebuild transmission 6 reports overhaul
transmission 5 reports find another transmission and change 1 reports. Find something
helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. The forward
gear drum fails due to design defect by Ford with respect to slot cut in the drum for the snap
ring. Find a good Ford mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code:
A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Comment
Disabled Add Complaint. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

